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AmayaWill Amaze Stockton
With Her Gypsy Troupe
Eccentric Dancer Comes In
Brown's Concert Series
1. 38
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irector Brown Announces
ast of "Eve of St. Mark"
;sue At Hand

Terrific'

No. 16

The human Vesuvius, the female blow torch, the world's greatest
Flamenco dancer, Carmen Amaya, will wow our Stockton audience
Tuesday evening, Nov. 30, in the Stockton High School Auditorium.
She comes under the direction of De Marcus Brown as the second
attraction in his Stockton Music Series.
She and her company of gypsy dancers set such critical cele
brities as Toscanini and Stokowski on the edge of their seats. The

former stated: "Never in my life
have I seen a dancer with such fire,
De Marcus Brown will open his
rythmn, and such a terrifying and
20th Little Theater season with
wonderful personality." The latter
Maxwell Anderson's "The Eve of
said: "She has the devil in her
St. Mark." This is a beautiful play
body."
By CARROLL DOTY
about the war, a soldier, and his
What will she do to us? Yehudi
girl—the kind of story that will
he Stage Door Canteen,
Menuhin caused an earth quake;
reach the heart of every member
hat is a name that brings a glow
Carmen Amaya will leave the place
of the audience. The play was a
the heart of every service man.
a smouldering ruin.
hit on Broadway and from the looks
icated in nearly every major city
Amaya's first New York appear
of things will be another big suc
Iroughout the nation, the Canance was in the "Beachcomber,"
cess for Mr. Brown.
n's have brought countless hours
where she was a sensation for seven
The cast includes not only vete
every job to service men with a
teen consecutive weeks. This past
rans of the good old P.L.T. boards,
hours of precious time on their
winter she gave her first
concert
but also many new members drawn
ds, and nothing special to do
series and sold out the 46th St. The
from the marines and navy here
h them.
ater for every performance. Finally
on campus.
'he closest Canteen to this base
she entered Carnegie Hall where
The oldsters are: Art Farey, Eli
located in San Francisco, on Mathe audience standing five deep wit
nor Sizelove, Barbara Baxley, Pat
Street, just off Post. And what
nessed her ignite the austere atmos
Marble, Sally Rinehart, Betty Mcace it is. On any given night a
phere with a blood stirring dance
Kee and Bruce King.
ice man can walk through the
that headlined the World-Telegram
The rest of the cast—Navy and
entrance doors, and be treated
the following day with: "Carmen
Marine men—are: Jim Oliver, Bill
e a king.
Amaya's dancing sets fire to Carn
Barkhus, Clarence Brown, Tom
food bar is a plenty popular
egie Hall."
Buckman, Marc Lees, W. Thompson
CARMEN AMAYA, eccentric gypsy dancer and her famed Flamenco
,ce, and'you can't spend a cent
and Ray Bissio.
A GYPSY DANCE
troupe come to Stockton next Tuesday.
iere. In fact, it is a physical imNew civilian students are among
"Flamenco music can bewitch you,
issibility to spend a cent anywhere the following: Fred Udall, Bill
"the
85 pound incendiary explained
the Canteen
Glaves, Jack Lyons, Leslie Abbot,
to an interviewer. "You cannot rea
But the food bar isn't the only and Fred Wilkerson.
son it out. It is a gypsy dance to
traction. Dozens of cute "Eileens"
Opening performance is sched
the music of a guitar. When you
king the rounds, cheering up the uled for December tenth and the
hear that flamenco
music, it is as
•mesick boys, dancing with the play will run for two week-ends.
if all the Gypsies were dancing since
lippy ones, and being just one of Get your tickets at the Little Thea
time began. Your body dances too.
I e mob. You can't date them up ter box office in the auditorium.
AMAYA'S PARTNER
I ough. They aren't allowed to
Antonio Friana, foremost male
I ve their names or addresses. At
flamenco dancer and partner to Am
II ist, it says so in the rules.
Last Thursday evening the Stockton-Pacific audience received aya has become the greatest male
ENTERTAINMENT GALORE
an
extremely charmingly taught lesson in international relations. Spanish dancer in the world. By the
Entertainment is passed out like
One that cannot be too long remembered for its innate truth—that time he reached his teens he was
grew on trees. Each night some
successful international relations must necessarily depend upon the famous throughout Spain-without
San Francisco's and the nation's,
Continuing the program inaugur understanding of the ordinary people of one country for the ordi benefit of formal dance training.
ost popular artists entertain the
ys, putting on shows that a poor ated last year by the French class nary people in another country. Miss Struthers was careful to And it was not long before his rep
ilian would pay half a weeks sal- es, under the supervision of Miss explain that in the more cosmopolitan usage such terms as "com- utation spread to the rest of the
globe. From his father he inherits
Ruth Smith, students will again mon and ordinary" meant that peoto see.
pie were moderate as opposed to
the gypsy abandon which characOn any given Saturday night you this year strive to buy as many
mediocre.
terizeshis
dancing. From hismother
jeeps
as
possible
by
tallying
money
[ill find
a top band playing for
— who is of pure Spanish blood —
e dancing, but the only trouble for bonds and stamps bought by PARAMOUNT LESSON
he gets the clearcut graceful line
It is her belief that an over-em
I, with Kay Kyser, or a Bob Cros- them.
that makes his performance so
"I am extremely pleased by the phasis on formal diplomatic inter
] I r, or a Jimmy Dorsey on the bandHighly successful was what the thrilling and exciting.
national
relations
has
temporarily
enthusiasm
shown
by
the
French
sj and, it's pretty hard to find any
student-faculty committee decided
I >om to move in the Canteen, let students and because of this, the lost for such dealings the dynamic
after they discussed the 9:30 Sun SERIOUS DANCER
force
that
can
be
afforded
only
by
project
will
be
continued
this
term,"
Jone to dance.
The combination of these two will
day
Chapel Service last Tuesday.
a vast community of sympathetic
The boys that are on the receiv- said Miss Smith.
make Stockton's hair stand on end.
The
trial
period
has
ended
and
the
understanding. "You cannot make
I g end of all of this entertainment OVER FIVE JEEPS
Part of Amaya's good showmanship
service will become a permanent
Bonds and stamps equivalent to people like one another, but you
id kindness are appreciative, no
is her terrifying seriousness. When
campus
activity.
can provide the means for under
(Continued on page 2)
ever someone laughs or smiles dur(Continued on page 8)
The committee promises some in
standing." This was the paramount
(Continued on page 2)
teresting
sermons.
Such
prominent
lesson of the evening.
men
as
Rev.
Donald
Latimer
of
the
In her travels Miss Struthers has
Field, North Carolina. Ted was an
East Side Presbyterian church and
outstanding Junior College student, uncovered a consistent tendency for
Rev. Milton Wolter of the First
having played football on the Jun people to judge whole nations by
Baptist church will speak.
ior College team for two years, as one individual and vice versa. The
Alice Blayney has been appointed
end. He was also a member of the technique for proper appraisal when
organist and on Nov. 28th, Helene
meeting
someone
new
is
to
mea
Omega
Phi
Fraternity.
Lt. Ted Stewart and Lt. Norven
Haabesland will be violin soloist.
Lt. Ruess crashed in a B-24 bomb sure him up with some person you
uess of the Army Air Forces have
Thursday, December 2, at
Gene Nance is in charge of the
already
know,
rather
than
give
all
er
near
Clovis,
New
Mexico.
Ruess
icently been added to the Gold
7:00 p.m., the College Apti
contributions, which have amounted
people
of
the
same
nationality
the
:ar List of former Pacific students. and eleven other crew members of
tude Entrance Examination
to seventeen dollars a week. These
Lt. Stewart was killed when his the bomber died instantly in the same characteristics.
will be given for all new stu
contributions are donated to various
JOHN
DOE
AND
JOHN
BULL
ane dove in and burned just after crash. Ruess graduated from Pa
worthy causes, such as the Ameri
dents.
Because
America
and
England
take-off from Cherry Point cific in 1939.
The group of students who
are fundamentally alike, because can Red Coss, the American Bible
should take this test are all
our peoples are so fundamentally Society, U.S.O., and the China Relief
new freshmen students, trans
alike, it was the opinion of the lec Fund. Other organizations who will
fer students, and all V-12 men
turer that amicable relations could benefit are the American Friends
entering this college for the
be established. To personalize such Service Committee, the Y.M.C.A.,
first time in November, and to
a relationship it was suggested that and many more.
To you students who have given
the men transferring here
the government spend as much if
from Arizona.
Pacific's flag of the United States lege board of trustees.
not more time to citizen exchange the service your loyal support, the
sponsors say Thank You and please
Mr. Morris was engaged in the
as been flying
at half mast this
(Continued on page 8)
continue.
eek in memory of Percy Morris brokerage business in the Bay area,
and was the Western representative
ho passed away last Monday.
al and Marine trainees are taking
Mr. Morris will be remembered of Campbells, and was known
classes in the Junior College.
the Pacific students and faculty among his associates as a "tomato
This makes a total of 1,115 stud
>r his contribution of $35,000 to the king," having dealt extensively with
ents who are taking courses in
ind which founded the campus the handling of tomatoes.
Stockton Junior College as opposed
He gave as much interest to his
Robert Burns, assistant to the
Rapel. which bears his name—The
to 1,215 of last year.
forris Chapel. Not only did he con- philanthropic activities as he did his President of the College of the Pa
fibute the money, but he was act- business. The Morris Chapel was cific, has just returned from a three
fa in beginning and planning the one of his dozens of forward-look weeks' trip which he made in the
Latest registration figures
of
hapel project.
interest of debt elimination and pro
ing projects.
Stockton Junior College have come
The funeral was held last Wed jects of the college.
Although he was not an alumnus,
Such cities as New York, Los An to the total of 752 civilians. Of these, . .Dr. Knoles talked before the Ad
devoted much of his interest to nesday in Berkeley in the Trinity
vertising Club today on Current
pe college. For the past ten years Methodist Church, and Dr. Tully geles, Seattle, Portland, and Duluth 583 are women and only 169 are
World Affairs, at Tiny's Restaurant.
male
students.
In
addition,
363
Nav
were
included
in
his
trip.
Knoles
assisted
in
the
rites.
has been a member of the col-
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Want to Work?

M. i. k.e Tiding Mid-West Educators,
By ELINORE SIZELOVK
Praise Waves'Jraining Program
AIB SHOWS SCHEDULED
Off

Monday—10:S0-10:45
Beside the Bookshelf
Tuesday—10:15-10:30
Prevues
Wednesday—7:30-8:00
Radio Stage
Wednesday—5:15-5:30
Pacific Musicale
Thursday—5:15-5:30
Children's Hour
RADIO STAGE TIME SET
After some deliberation by station
K.W.G. as to what time Radio Stage
would go on the air Wednesdays,
they finally chose 7:30 as thp best
spot. Radio Stage will follow Ray
mond Graham Swing, commentator.
It's a good spot for us.

night!

And our tremendously talented
Chuck Broadhurst was back on fur
lough for the week and was acting
as guest artist in the drama, "Con
fession." Chuck was more than dis
appointed. - He says the Army
"don't offer no such," so he's been
spending most of his furlough time
over here at the studio fixing mikes
and helping to get the sound system
set up over in the Chapel.
Chuck was very active in all ra
dio work when he was here in col
lege, not only in dramatic work but
in technical work on the mikes.
Hope you read this, Chuck, 'cause
we sure miss you!

WHAT'S THE BIG IDEA?

When Beside the Bookshelf went
on the air Monday at 10:30, there
was Mr. Betz and Sizelove only.
What we want to know, is what
happened to the producer, opera
tor, and announcer—hmmm? If it
hadn't been for Ralph Fellerson,
the show would have to have been
canceled. And that doesn't do us
any good with the big guys at K.W.
G. Ralph came in the nick of time
and acted as operator and announ
cer.
It may have been fun and excit
ing at the time, but radio is a seri
ous thing and running the campus
studio is like operating one of the
local stations and means just as
much. It's important that you be
here on time! Because neither time
nor radio can wait for you! I won't

King Jeweler
Tour Neighborhood Jewelers
ON PAOOTO AVENUR

Headquarters
For Navy and
Marine Men
Refreshments
on the
campus

ing her dance she glares at him. A
photographer once asked her f0r a
sexy shot. She threatened to slit hi,
throat. Her opinion of most gyP3y
dancing seen in this country ^ ^
"It is weak, diluted stuff.But I—I ^

For part-time work in the
stores, in offices, and on cam
pus, see Kathleen L. Seagraves, Occupational Counsel
or, in Ad. 106.
At present s.ome excellent
openings are listed. Your con
tribution to the employment
problem will be appreciated
by Stockton firms.

i OFFICIAL U.S. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH

T^AVES^"the

march at Hunter College, New York

dent of the University of North Dakota.
"If I had a daughter of my own for women offer a real opportunity
and if she were properly qualified, not only for service to the country
I would be gratified if she should but also for their own personal de
decide to join velopment."
the WAVES,"
'A Vital Service'
says Dr. Coffey
Commenting on the WAVE re
"It seems to me cruiting program. Dr. West de
wise to take clares: "We are proud that sc
women into the many women graduates of the Uni
armed forces for versity of North Dakota are serv
required serv ing their country in the uniform o
ices that they the WAVES. We recognize tha
can handle quite the training they receive is an im
as well or even portant complement to their forma
better than can education, and that the work whici.
men.
they do i» a vital service to then
"Such a pro country i» a time when such serv
Dr. W. C. Coffey
cedure is far ice is urgently needed. I heartily
better than taking men out of posi endorse this branch of service ir
tions in defense industries and the Navy, and I would be happy tc
other civilian positions important in lend my support to any program
connection with the war and which to recruit new members to carr
are more or less difficult for women. on its great work."
The Navy Department has jus
After all, this is a total war, calling
for the placement of each and every issued a new booklet on thi
individual where he or she can con WAVES, free copies of which artribute to greatest advantage. I available to young women at Nafound that the war training pro Recruiting Stations or offices of
grams that have been establishes Naval Officer Procurement.

SEASON TICKETS

Jan Wiman is producer for this
show and so far is doing a good
job. Musicale specializes in classi
cal music only.
Jack Burns wrote the script for
the show this week. We'd like to
mention what a swell job Jackie
Smyrl did last Friday on this show.

I just want to say, nice going,
kids, on last week's Radio Stage,
Naturally, it being the first
pro
duction of its kind this year, we
didn't expect any Orson Welle's pro
gram fantasia-supersia. Those of
you who haven't had experience
well, you really tried—and for that
alone you deserve a hand. And

Ifolland 9ce & Quel Co.
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

T. i vi i*:
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
BOCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

flos
jjec

On Friday the 26th of November,
there will be a special student boj
office at the Little Theater offlce
Students can buy $2.20 season tickets for both Amaya and the folio*,
ing attraction, Vronske and Babia,
world famous pianists. Take advan.
tage of this money saving opp9t.
tunity. Remember, for one day only.
Friday, Nov. 26.

Class Buys Jeeps
(Continued from page 1)

$900 are necessary to buy one jeep
and thus far French students have
contributed 4,800 dollars.
Stamps and bonds bought since
last June will be acknowledged as
part of the total. Only French stu
dents may contribute towards buydon't be discouraged! Radio wasn't
meant to be "great" over-night. ing the jeeps..
Miss Smith will have bonds and
Wait and see, I'll bet anything that
stamps available for sale in all
before the end of the semester, Ra
dio Drama students will really have French classes. It will also be possible to buy bonds through this de
put on some shows that'll make the
partment and blanks will be avail
campus sit up and take notice!
able for this purpose.
THE CAST
OUR JEEPS IN SOUTH PACIFIC
Nice going Jack Lyons, keep it up
Interesting follow-ups to the pro
and you'll get there yet. We know
ject carried on last term in which
you're not a Brian Aherne—but
the classes were able to buy ten
keep trying anyway. And Marty,
jeeps, is the fact that word was re
good work —but give the kids a
ceived from the South Pacific that
hand or you'll scare 'em off. And
the jeeps were in use and also that
you who played "Peter Lane, not
an entire unit, consisting of 35
too bad for the first time—keep it
trucks and jeeps have been named
up. A little more practice will help
the Pacific Tigers. Emblems of the
you a lot. And Marc Lees, you've
college have been sent for all the
a swell voice for radio. Nice an
vehicles upon request by the sol
nouncing. We're expecting things
diers using them.
from you.

mention any names—but you know She has a lovely, singing voice
who I mean. Next time, use the foe radio. So much so that the fel
low out at the transmitter wanted
memory—will ya?
to know who it was when we were
PACIFIC MUSICALE
just practising and checking lines.
The time for Musicale has also
been changed from Fridays to Wed RADIO DRAMA!
nesdays at 5:15 to 5:30.

(M

straight whiskey!"
So let's get a shot of that stug
We'll see you there!

After a hearty snack of chocolate
and cookies, fifteen
girls were
lounging comfortably around the
living room of the Co-op. An air of
contentment prevailed as they lis
tened to the phonograph. Someone
put on an old-fashioned waltz rec
ord, and as the swirling, graceful
melody played, one could shut her
eyes and imagine herself at a gaynineties ball. Dud looked around
with an unreadable look in her eyes,
and softly asked, "Gee, wouldn t it
be swell if those old times could
come back again—big hoop skirts
and everything—and a man?"

The show for this week had been
cast and rehearsed and was all set
to go on the air—when!—out of a
deep, gray, sky comes notice that
K.W.G. is sorry but they must
broadcast the Lodi High School
football game! So sorry —but they
must cancel our drama for the

AND "GOLDEN VOICED"
BROADHURST TOO!

(Continued from page 1)

Nostalgia . . .
Or Something!

DISGRUNTLED
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Carmen Amaya
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—from our sports^shopSweaters—Catalina Coat
Short sleeve slip-on

$0

an<i

....

$®99

$0

$050
to

$099

$099

and

$099

Skirts

$099

to

$J099

Jackets

$^99

to

$4 f»99

Catalina Sloppy-joes

3

Plain and Knobby knits
Cardigans

.

7" to $ !0 9
•16'"° 19"

Sport Suits
Jumpers

$^099 to $-0099

Slacks Suits

$ J99

to

Slacks

$099

to $^Q95

R o b e s

.

.

.

.

.

$0095

$ y99
" f 9 9 io
t o $20°°
$1

Cotton and silk quilts
Housecoats

^Ite Cub
Ji-ouAe

Grant at Weber Ave.

Dial 2-0229

Plumbing With A Smile

$099

$A99

Blouses

and up

*

Shop Early

Operated by
Aasodnted Women's
Students
Employing Student Help
"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"

MILLER-HAYS CO.
Serving College of the Pacific

KaMett and MaA<e*Uf6

&
*it
Itt
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FORMER PACIFICITES

Dan Terry Tells of the
Battle of M i d w a y

There was a dark look in Apprentice Seaman Dan Terry's eyes,
he sat the other night with this reporter in a corner of the Cub
House, a cup of coffee resting on the table between us, relating the
memories of another time, just a year and a half before.
Then it had been Pharmacist
mate 2/c Dan Terry, stationed on
Midway Island
| Many will say that the battle
of Midway was one of the de
li cisive turning points of the war
with Japan. However that may
be there is no denying that the
battle of Midway was an impor
tant one to the little band of
Bluejackets and Marines station
ed on the small island in the late
spring of 1942.
By BRUCE BALES.
The story might be told In glow-

H
..

MADDENING SUSPENSE
"We were on constant alert, and
the suspense was maddening. We
didn't know what was going to hap
pen. There was one kid who didn't
want to come out there in the first
place. He was a pacifist, and he
thought he was going crazy. I can
remember him asking for advice..
"On Tuesday, June 2, a day I
won't soon forget, they put us in the
know. We had been camouflaging
dugouts for three days, and knew
that something was coming off. The
hight before we had slept in full
dress with our gear ready by our
side. Then came the news.
"There was a huge enemy task
force reported about 800 miles out,
their ships . covering . 80 . square
miles of sea. The Chief told us that
We didn't have a chance.
"The next day the Chief told us
(Continued on page 6)

Ensign Warren Mills received his
wings at Pensacola, Fla., in Septem
ber and is now stationed at Mills
"Come out of the threshing maField.
:hine, mother, you're going against
;he grain."—Daniel Terry.
Jack Coale has sucessfully com
Reel One—Attention Cads for the
pleted his flight training at the Ar
lost dazzling social event of the
my Air Force's pilot school at Luke
year. Plans are being laid for the
Field, Arizona. At graduation cere
jig Street Dance extravaganza to
monies Nov. 3, he received the sil
je held in our own quadrangle.
ver wings and a second lieutenant's
The evening will be marked with
comission in the Army Air Corps
the presence of our gorgeous and
Reserve.
lelectable sorority sisters from Al
pha Theta and Epsilon. Records
Stanley Daubenbis has been trans
will hold up the music end of the ferred from Camp Hood, Texas, to
leal. So come one, come all to the
Chapman College, Los Angeles,
Street Dance Brawl, I mean ball!! where he is enrolled in an Army
Reel Two — Portrait of a "Faux
specialized training unit in engin
Pas" (for the benefit of "A," An
eering.
offense against social convention).
Linnger pulled a "beaut" ta other
Leonard Hughes, Marine Corps
day.
Reserves, is enrolled at Occidental
It seems we were all slumbering
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 6)

Cadaver Hall

ByCARROLL DOTY
(EDITOK'S NOTE: Following Is a story of a dark period In Amerihistory, told through the eyes of a man who saw It first hand. It
an inspiring story, and one the reader won't soon forget)

!ng terms about the bravery of our
men, the treachery of the enemy,
and with all types of obvious and
not so obvious propaganda thrown
jn But I think that it is more ef
fective taken down just as Dan told
lit to me, as he thought back to
I Thursday, May 12, 1942.
"I was on active duty in the hosIpital at Pearl Harbor at the time,"
I reflected Dan. "Things were pretty
I calm and dull, and I wanted to get
I into action. I had volunteered for
{Midway duty, along with a friend
|of mine, Don Pickering, and at last
{the word had come through. We
|didn't know what we were getting
|into, but at the time X thought it
I would be a good change.
"The next day we arrived on a
I receiving ship, which seemed like
I a waste of time. I dislike receiving
I ships very much, but we made libI erty at Waikiki the next day, so
I that partly made up for it. It was
I the last liberty I had until after the
I battle. There were no women
I though. I hadn't been near one
I since leaving the states."
BOARDED CRUISER
"On May 15 we boarded a heavy
I cruiser, which was a beautiful ship,
and headed for Midway. I remem
ber how slow we seemed to be trav
eling. There were alerts each morn
ing and night, with practice gun
Are, which only stimulated the ten
sion that was already prevalent. I
can remember very clearly think
ing at the time how great it was
| to be alive, and hoping it would last
a long time.
"When we arrived on Midway it
certainly was a let-down. The is
land is nothing but a little tiny spot,
just like a pea in a tub of water.
We pulled in in the late afternoon.
My impression was That it was
small, sandy, and hot, and there
wasn't a woman on the island.
"The first thing we did was meet
the gang that was already there.
They were a swell bunch of fellows.
But we didn't have too much time
to get acquainted. Day and night
for a week we worked. We knew
something was going to pop soon
after a PBY gunner had been shot
on scout duty."

•

Little red-haired Daren McGav.ren
eyes the cake his mother sent him
on his twenty-first birthday. Mac,
who is now in Cadet training at
Greensboro, North Carolina, was
one of Pacifies former yell leaders.

Yes, and we're mad too! In
case you new students haven't al
ready heard, let us Inform you
that the sailors and marines here
get one, and only one, over-theflfty-mile pass per month. And
for many, who expected to see
Pacific wallop the University of
San Francisco last weekend, that
little jaunt In the rain was it. But
then, December isn't too far off.
• * *
And for the newcomer's benefit
we'll let you in on a little secret.
Liberty is from 1900 (7:00) to 2200
(10:00) each night. Weekend liberty
(Oh! wonderful time) begins at
noon Saturday and ends ten p.m.
Sunday evening. But if one wants
to sleep here on the base Saturday
night, he must be in before 2400
(midnight).
So girls, be SURE to get him
back before these deadlines, if we
may use journalistic lingo. Re
member, the Navy goes on this
rule: "If your ship is scheduled
,The above is a postcard received by the Editor and Staff from "Gunny
to sail at 0800, it'll leave at pre
cisely 8:00." A second late is as Sgt. Caldwell, who Is somewhere out in the Pacific.
good as an hour.

HOrtol'UL'V

•

*

*

They say if you wish to learn
about the Navy move to a Navy
town. May we recommend the Bay
area? San Francisco, Oakland, Ber
keley. They all fall under this classi
fication. Be prepared to see any
thing there from sailors of all na
tions to the newest customs and old
est traditions of the service most
noted for its rich history and ad
herence to the rule. The latest fad
is the smart white silk scarf worn
with the P-coat. There are others
too, but our space is limited.
»

»

Page 3

*

We can't help it, much as we
hate griping and bringing up the
past! Along with his eloquent
compliment to his team, Mr.
Stagg brought up the U.S.C. game
in his assembly speech several
days ago. We just have to blow
off some steam, and reemphasize
how important that decision was
to the small College of the Paci
fic.
"We wuz robbed!!! Or was it just
plain rooked out of an undefeated,
glorious-victorious season for the
Grand Old Man's Tigers this war
year of 1943. Pacific left the Coli
seum that afternoon of October 23,
for the first time this grid season on
the short end of the score. And
Southern California, record still in
tact, walked off victors and Coast
Champions, assured of a bid to the
famed Rose Bowl classic.
Most of us didn't get to make
that trip to L.A., but we heard it.
This reporter has "covered" hun
dreds of games. We can remem
ber back when we were proud to
be called Sports Editor in high
school and when we worked for
the town daily sheet, ,and remem
ber how "flred-up" everyone was
during some of those spectacular
prep contests. And the Big
Games between Cal and Stanford
and others. But we can truthfully
(Continued on page 6)

Private Walker, Battle Veteran
By DON WESTOVER
Enduring the hardships of jungle Citation as a member of the first di
warfare, the raw elements of na vision of attached troops to land
ture, and the terrific battle strain on Guadalcanal, August seventh.
of mental and physical hardships, His most ferocious engagement was
comprised the day to day living in the second battle of the Tenaru
the South Pacific Theater of War River on August 21-22. The night
for the thirteen marines recently of the twenty-first, thirteen hundred
Jap Marines landed from destroy
transferred here to Pacific.
Formerly a corporal but now a ers five miles below the marine en
private in the V-12 program, Sidney campment. Their destination was
Frank Walker is one who has been the annihilation of that encamp
existing in shell holes, in sleepless ment, however the God of War
nights of enemy barrages and changed his pattern of battle when
bombing attacks, and physical com a marine patrol of twenty-nine men
bat with not only the human ene discovered the landing and sounded
my but also against the arthropod the alarm. That engagement ended
hordes who spread the tropical dis in defeat for the enemy with nine
eases of malaria, elephantiasia, and hundred killed and the remainder
others. Walker claims C.O.P. to be wounded or fleeing.
His greatest fears were formed
a small bit of heaven compared to
his fifteen months' stay in the South from the death dealing naval bar
rages. The barrages were laid in a
Pacific.
pattern so that a given area of ter
VETERANS OF BATTLE
Sporting four stars on his cam ritory could be completely devas
paign ribbon and the presidential tated. The Marines through experunit citation gives proof of Sid's rience, however, outwitted the pat
active participation against the ene terns by dodging to the newly made
shell holes created by the barrage.
my.
Modest and reserved with an ego ON GUADALCANAL
To those who experienced the
tistical attitude for the Marine
Corps, .Walker is fond in his prais Guadalcanal epoch, it has become a
es of the marines on the offensive sensitive part of their nature. Thus
in the Pacific. As for the enemy the limited information on Walker's
they are as cruel and brutal as the active participation is due to his re
newspapers state, but their fero served manner of the incidents.
Enlisting on December of 1941,
city in hand to hand combat is overexaggerated. The one thing that a Pvt. Walker took his training at
Jap fears most is a marine with a San Diego before being sent over
knife. Their characteristics can be seas. In the past two years his
divided into two groups, the sol various stations have been Pearl
diers and the conscripted laborers. Harbor, Midway, Guadalcanal, EsThe soldiers are the more danger piritu Santo and Efate Islands in
ous and larger in stature, while the the New Hebrides group, and New
laborers who represent the 4-F's of Zealand.
Five feet ten, dark complexioned
Japan are harmless. When the ma
rines first hit Guadalcanal the la with an aquitine nose and black
borers surrendered in droves to es hair partially describes Sid Walker.
cape death by starvation and re His home town is Sacramento,
where he attended the Sacramento
ceive medical treatment.
He received the Presidential Unit I High School before his enlistment.

Semper Fidelis
By Bob Bolton and John McCall
It is indeed a pleasure to see all
the bright shining faces on the cam
pus this semester. One might say
that this season will be comparable
to the famine of the last.
The idea of a Minstrel Show to
be produced on the campus in the
near future sounds like a sure win
ner, the material is plentiful and the
talent is excellent, due to the fact
that prior to entering the Navy, the
greater percentage of the middies
were employed in the capacity of
redcaps or shoeshine boys.
TWINS
The Gold Dust Twins, Fairwell
and Fennelly are still with us. Con
trary to popular rumor, thy were
not placed behind the walls of the
Stockton State Hospital.
John Schaffer is booming his boy
H. Wedemeyer for President. The
Sarge of Baracks C claims Herman
is a sure-shot third party candidate
winner.
After the St. Mary's game, Mario
Pera and Frank Holmes were met
at the depot in San Jose by the
Firemen's Band.
The Yuma Air Force game proved
to be a track meet with Lacey,
Busch, and "Moon" Muenter, among
others, scoring in the money. The
Muenter touchdown play was the
cause of a great controversy as to
whether or not Art McCaffray was
robbed of a touchdown by "Moon."
At the last, the announcer gave
credit to the right man by announc
ing McCaffray had scored.
Coming back from Fresno, the
team, by some strange stroke of
fate, found themselves on the "Mex
ico City Comet," the slowest train
in the Western Hemisphere. Those
who got off at Modesto and walked
hack to Stockton came In two hours
ahead of the "Comet."
Highlight of the Fresno trip was
the new-found friendship between
Jack Hartnett and Flo the Flanger.
BLACK SILKIES
One of the major reasons why the
C.O.P. team walked away with the
game 43-0 was because of the black
stockings worn by A1 Garcia. With
those black silkies, "Midnight Gar
cia" was a true phantom of the
gridiron. All the opposing team ev
er saw was a pair of pants with a
number and an orange helmet run
ning by them.
The current Casonova of the Ma
rine Det., Joe Ferem, is getting a
tough run for his money from Walt
Brown of Barracks B. The Play(Continued on page 8)
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BetujCil

By AL MELCER
/i
With the advent of another
ketball season, casaba t o s s e t ,
throughout the country are onC(
again taking to the hardwoods.
Although handicapped by trav^
conditions cage mentors will still b,
able to carry on against squads vritb.
in reasonable distances.
College of Pacific is graced wit],
talent from the folds of Santa Clara,
California, Humboldt State and the
University of San Francisco. Chrii
Kjeldsen expects to have a winning
squad and at the present time his
practice sessions are indicative that the'
he will present a satisfactory quint,
rglf'
et.
Leading the parade are Rich
O'Keefe and Frank Domenichini, llel
two ex-Broncos. O'Keefe, the very W
slick passer of the look one way, co« '•

\

SPORTS PARADE
By FRANK HOLMES

This has been a very unusual football season, A season
the "College Mights" have lingered in the background giving way to
teams have given us some of the gieatst
service teams. These service
conglomerations of football material ever assembled and often meet the

Cage Season
To Start Soon

Tiger Signal C a l l e r

standards of professional ball. Del Monte Pre-Flight is perhaps withou
a doubt the outstanding team in this part of the country. They dis
played practically everything in the books last week in Kezai y r on
ing St. Mary's Pre-Flight 37 to 14.
Let us look back a little to the C.O.P., Del Monte Pre-Flight game
C.O.P. won this game decisively 16 to 7. This was perhaps the giea es
upset of the year in the minds of sports writers and dopesters all over
the country That day in Baxter Stadium before twelve thousand spec
tators the mighty teams clashed. Pacific could not be beaten, not even
by the All-Americans and professional stars. That memorable ay oo ball fans saw some of the hardest tackling and defensive play that
hasn't been equaled on the coast this year. If C.O.P. had been playing
U.S.C. the margin would have been easily 20-0 over the mighty Tiojans.
U.S.C. did beat C.O.P. on the record books but we cannot help feel that
this was one of the greatest errors in officiating ever to be made on the

throw 'em the other style, is a prov- to
en quantity. He has played in fast
company for the past two seasons o
with good success
Big "Dom," the other Missionite,
is an exceptionally fine guard, tall i
and capable on backboard work. A hit
sophomore, he broke into the lineup |oUi
frequently last season.
Andy Wolfe, the high scoring |i

Coast in many a year.
ROSE BOWL "CLASSIC"
This year's Rose Bowl Classic is a mis-fit. The twice beaten U.S.C.
team wiil match their strategy against the Northern Conference Champs,
University of Washington. Washington is unbeaten and untied in four
tries but in our opinion this does not make them a great team. The only
asset that the University of Washington can claim is their victory over
Bear freshman of the '42-'43 season,
March Field. March Field had to play under a terrific handicap. The
will see plenty of action for the Ti
field was very wet and what northern team doesn't take the southerners
gers. A southpaw, he is holder of
into camp on such a day. On paper Washington has the edge but I
the Alameda County scoring record.
pick U.S.C. to win by six or at least a referee's decision. Undoubtedly
The fourth big gun on hand
the game that will take away all the class of the Rose Bowl Regalia will
jj g, Brown, who matriculated at
Joe
Ferem,
Tiger
quarterback,
has
been
the
man
behind
the
scenes,
be the Joe E. Brown Charity game. This game brings together March
Humboldt State, where he was the
Field and the College of Pacific. March Field is rated eighth in the na and he deserves much credit for Pacific's successful season. Joe calls
No. 1 scorer. Brown is six feet
plays.
He
is
the
man
that
tells
those
boys
what
to
do
and
when
to
do
it.
tion and again the Tigers be the underdog. The first five games of the
three—exceptionally fast on his feet
season C.O.P. was the underdog and rose to victory. They seem to play He has captained Pacific through all of the games so far and has done a
and a good backboard man.
fine
job.
Game
after
game
he
has
been
overlooked,
but
those
who
knew
better ball in this position.
As yet the first squad is still un
Captain Joe Ferem know that he is one of the finest quarterbacks on t e
SMART MOVE:
determined and Johnny McCann,
When the football players voted to reconsider a game with March coast this year.
one-handed artist from Chico, Bob
Field in the Joe E. Brown charity classic, December 11 in the coliseum,
Klinger from Stockton. He and Ed
they made a very smart move.
Fennelley, one of the two "gold
It is true that C.O.P. has had the best season in her history, winning
dust" twins, have been alternating
seven out of eight. What will a victory mean? C.O.P. rates about thir
By FRANK HOLMES
at one forward spot.
teenth and March Field 8th. A victory would mean a position very high
Not being the type of team to be caught by surprise, the Pacific
Still more material in the persons
in the top ten of the nation, probably 5th or better and that's not bad, Tigers are oiling their huge mechanized grid machine and greasing
of Bob Farrwell, Charlie Codie,
not bad at all. How about a defeat? Is there anything to lose? Not in their gears for their December 11 date with the March Field
Frank Clifford, Ed Strain, are on
the least. Pacific would still be in the second ten. Quite a few people
Fliers at Los Angeles.
hand and they are all capable
do not believe that the rejuvenated Tiger Eleven has what it takes.
Having lost their offensive weapon when Johnny Podesto left tor hands. With this amount of mate
This might be so, but let's give them credit for tackling one of the Parris Island, Mr. Stagg's new-found tailback, A1 Garcia, is expected
F
rial Kjeldsen can substitute when
toughest teams in the West.
to pack the main brunt of the attack. Fred Klemenok, who has yet the situation arises without loss of
NO POST SEASON GAMES
to prove himself, is still working
Pacific has been issued several invitations and feelers for post season out the kinks of his once injured and play with those whom he has power.
Norm West, Mario Pera, and
games. At first the Tigers looked with anxiety towards a bowl but after ankle, and he might be ready in played against in past years.
Frank Holmes may go in for the
ASHTON
WON'T
PLAY
closer reconsiderations, Alonzo Stagg's players decided that a post sea more than one way for the fliers.
Ashton has refused to play due cage sport at the close of football
son game before the end of the year would be better. Most of the fel
PRESTO!
to
the fact that an old football in season. Pera was one of the most
lows value their Christmas Holidays more than playing in a Bowl Game.
But the main surprise package
jury might recur, and should that highly touted cagers ever turned
ON THE PRACTICE FIELD
for the highly touted March Field
After a very short lay off Mr. Stagg's Tigers go to work and prepare gang will be the mighty Ens. Pres happen it would be serious as the out in San Jose High Schools.
As for the schedule, C.O.P. is pit
for the Joe E. Brown Charity Classic. During the past week they have ton Johnston, former All-American wound is a tumor operation on the
ted
against the top fives in North
chest.
been running through stiff workouts both offensively and defensively. halfback who has been working out
Mr. Stagg, none the less is a very ern California, opening against St.
March Field has a great number of reserves and it is in this department with the Tigers these past few
that Pacific is lacking. Mr. Stagg wants to use as many men as he can days. Johnston's only statement happy man now that Johnston and Mary's Pre-Flight.
LaHood are once again tossing the
and during the next three weeks he will put the boys through their was:
ball around, and if they don't ground of the huge Colisium
paces in order to determine their might.
"If Mr. Stagg thinks that I will
change their minds, March Field is meet the gigantic All-American stud
SITUATION IN REVERSE
prove to be some value to the team,
going to be plenty surprised to see ded army of the Fourth Air Force
The beginning of the football season saw Pacific with more than their
then I will play."
LaHood paving the way for Pres —All Americans from all over the
share of backs. Now the situation is the reverse. Probation limitations
It makes little difference to the
ton Johnston.
being lifted. C.O.P. has obtained great line strength but due to the re
country—from the southlands
man who can boot a pigskin 70
Art McCaffray, Mr. Stagg's 1943 Alabama, the "Crimson Ghost", *1
cent graduation, backfleld men are a little more scarce. Pacific has the
yards with ease as to what position
material to beat March Field but the question remains: Can they shape
All-American tackle is in excellent ias Jimy Nelson; from Norman, Oh'
they use him, as long as he can once
up in the next three weeks to meet this highly touted eleven from the
shape, and he and Joe Ferem were lahoma, the "Wild Indian", alia8
again lock horns with some of the
two of the first players to approach Jack Jacobs. The "Ghost" personal
South?
Fliers whom he has met on the
We believe they can.
the veteran coach and ask for the ly accounted for three touchdowns
gridiron on more than one occa
Fourth Air Force game.
plus another by air a few years a#
sion.
Both men should prove that they in the Cotton Bowl, while "Indian
Johnston says that March Field
are capable of playing in any type Jack single-handed tore a highly re
is one of the best teams he has ev
of company, and they have every garded "Bronco" line to shreds, also
er seen, but Washington proved
thing to gain by playing the favored a few years back.
that they can be had.
Now these two have forty-other8
fliers.
LA HOOD TO THE FORE
By FLO STRAND, A.C.P. writer
to assist them—most of them
The
game
is
scheduled
for
the
Forcing a bright smile from the
6
In passing, an average student years ago that Coach Amos Alanzo face of the Grand Old Man was Los Angeles Coliseum and it should something or other"; and theyf
big,
theyr'e
rough
and
they're
toughdraw
a
crowd
upwards
of
80,000
wouldn't even notice the husky guy Stagg can step back and point with Marine Sgt. Pete LaHood, who
leaning back on a chair in front of pride to a lad tagged the country starred in the two service games fans. It will be the greatest grid They have had five times as nine
r
the cub with his feet on the table. over as one of the best. Art's 205 that C.O.P. has played. When La spectacle the Southerns have had experience as any of their Decembc
His engaging smile and unpreju pounds of muscle and determina Hood came up to Stagg and said, since the Rose Bowl game of 1941. and they are convinced that thef
are going to mop up things on that
diced eyes prove only that he is a tion go all out to defend his fellow "This is a service team you are to
Saturday afternoon before
regular fellow and his pocketed "Tigers".
play next, isn't it sir."
witnesses!
hands and drooping socks classify BORN IN SEATTLE
When Double A nodded affirm

•J

Tigers to Meet Fliers at L.A,

Arthur
In Mention

him with the other Marines. But
the more observant stranger would
see in this serviceman the true and
outstanding traits of an athlete—in
fact, an All-American athlete.
Arthur McCaffray is the boy in
mention. His appointment to AllAmerican right tackle for his show
ing of unusual ability, grit, and
teamwork on C. O. P's 1943 foot
ball team marks the first time since

McC affraMan

McCaffay was born in Seattle 21
years ago, graduated from high
school there, attended three years
of Santa Clara where he further de
veloped the art of tackling. His ten
tative ambition is to become a law
yer although his almost too honest
eyes, free and easy drawl, and mod
est ways brand him as "football
coach material." When asked as to
(Continued on page 5)

atively, the big Sgt. dashed for the
field house and made a quick
change into a football costume.
Pacific is lacking in reserve
strength and LaHood will be of
great aid.
Doug Ash ton, former great guard
of U.S.F. and a Marine Trainee at
Pacific, was watching practice yes
terday and it was easy to see that
the big boy was anxious to suit up

A Letter to Tiger Fans

Dear Fans:
. I would like to draw your atten
tion to a certain fellow who prom
ises to be a great headache to the
Tiger opponents in the recently ac
quired post-season game with Four
th Air Force. In just three weeks,
our own little, gallant, underdog
band of fighting Marines (and three
sailors) will run out on the battle

For a second let us go back to '
dull gray Sunday afternoon just *
strong S3®«
year ago, when a °
Clara team faced a supposedly vve»J
foe. It was a miserable afterno0'
for the favorites because, e v e
though they used Five men in tbe>
backfleld all through the game, th®
were helpless. The trouble was th«
tb
the jersey of the fifth man in
(Continued on page 5)
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U.S.F., College of Pacific
Rained Out

Bldg. A-1 Leading in
Intramural Football

By Carroll Doty

A"1 continued to set the pace in the intramural league by
downing Barracks B 12-2, and Town 38-7 in the first week of
play in the new touch football league. Barracks C also trimmed
Barracks D 12-6 and Building E forfeited to Building A-2.
Bud Lamborn and John Parino's passing was the outstand
ing factor in A-l's victories in the first two games. A-l's win
ning streak will be tested in the very near future when they
tangle with A-2 and C.
Earl Jackson, the new director of athletics, announced that
ths intramural points would be added up for one entire year.
The barracks with the largest total of points at the end of the
year will be awarded the intramural championship. The intra
mural standing is as follows: A-l 420, A-2 346, D 253, Town 210,
B 157, and C 77.

jjr Stagg &ets another chance to
•ack Cos Angeles.
With the announcement early this
,eelc that the Tigers will finish off
iejr highly successful 1943 football
ason December 11 in the Los An.jes Memorial Coliseum, against
March
1C Fourth Air Force of
ield, tenth ranking team in the nae on, for the Joe E. Brown fund,
(Continued from page 4)
>mes the feeling that this time his opinion of C.O.P., the reply was
mos Alonzo Stagg must win.
"Yeh-about this place, it's swell,
jje probably will never get an- great in fact". The answer was not
her chance, or chances, like the clear enough so upon being asked
to be specific, McCaffary, eying a
no he has had this season.
Of course, the Staggmen, knocked coed as she disappeared into Wo
i f the Uclans earlier in the season, men's Hall, "O, I like the trees".
it that one doesn't count. Every- FAVORITE MOMENTS
The spirit, intensity, and down
seems to be de-furring the
right manual labor connected with
ruins this season.
A March Field-Pacific game is a the Del Monte game causes it to be
atural", just like the USC-COP imprinted strongest upon his mem
une was. Only this time here's ory. "When those boys, part of which
iping the results are a little more were AU-Americans and profession
als, came at us with quickened pace
.tisfying.
and gritted teeth, my whole aim
POINTS?
Incidentally, by comparative and desire of all my games comb
ores, March Field is only 41 points ined centered around licking this
tter than the Tigers, with the "unbeatable"team", so says Mac. As
ojans beating Pacific, 6-0, and los- for the U. S. C. game, all has been
|g to the Flyers, 35-00. But after said.
cember 11 it will be all too clear
While the majority of college stud
at the wrong team is playing in ents day-dream of the high mount
e Rose Bowl, if the Tigers play ains, sea shores, or some foreign
ywhere near the kind of ball they land as a lavorite vacation spot, its
[e capable of.
home in Seattle for the stubby hair
|The largest crowd of the year, ed tackier who has 2 brothers and
mewhere between 65,000 and 80,- sisters waiting for him.
', was promised Mr. Stagg by OsWhen Santa Clara football took
r Reichow, general manager of up McCaffray's interest, he played
[e Joe E. Brown Service Man's for three years, during which time
nd, which is putting on the game. he consistantly ran up against Johnney Podesto. Season after season
CKLE PUBLIC
the two sportsters matched wits and
Here's one to show how fickle the talents. This year Mac and Johnny
erican football public is, sports- pull together and you need only to
iters included.
consult your nearest score board to
Just a bare month ago the Ti see what the combination meant.
ll rs were the sixth ranking team
NO WOMEN
the nation, the toast of the coast,
Comes the question of love life!
hen came the "dubious" Southern Goes the question of love life just
•lifornia defeat, dropping the Ti as fast. Twenty Marines and a sail
re down a few notches to tenth. or could not inform us as to which
That was all right, and the fact blonde or bruenette most captured
•t Pacific drew a bye on the next Art'sattention. Shooting in the dark,
ekend excused their dropping out it's most everyones guess that some
the first ten, down to the num- one is waiting back home alone with
r 11 spot.
those sisters and brothers.
But what we can't stomach is a
m slipping two places to number
after licking St. Mary's 19 to 7,
1
(Continued from page 4)
then dropping still further
®Wn, almost out of the second backfield was GREEN AND GOLD
after winning from Yuma Air in color! This tall man of the green
!b«e. 43 to 0.
and gold with his big clubbed hams
GERS IMPRESSIVE
did everything a guy could do to
If the Tigers had continued los- completely stop eleven opponents.
D
^E U.S.C. affair, or just . Today, with four thicknesses of
n't been impressive, it might be of sponge rubber taped across
hnerstandable. But they have been his chest in order to protect a pain
'Piessive, and they have kept on ful chest injury, this same likeable,
nning.
tough, big-hammed guy is joining
" coul<ln't be that Southern Cal. our little band of "blood and gut
50 imPortant that a loss to her ters" and is more than determined
ans national disaster to a team! to knock over those big boys from
* * *
colleges all over the United States.
GRGET JOHNNY?
I am speaking of none other than
^eie s nothing like having an All DOUG ASHTON, former, U.S.F.
e"can around to give a campus
star.
right shot in the arm. And
I.M. Annonymous
j ang Triple A" McCaffray is an
merican, let no one doubt that,
We just say, Don't forget- John
j 1 what about Johnny Podesto? Podesto when it comes to passing
st because the Modesto Flash
out the honors.
*
*
*
rd°W at Parens Island, taking
fn
knocks than he ever took on NEW EDITOR
is no rea-son for the
The new sports editor, starting
'ast' a1'
ienS
^ack to he forgotten with this issue, is Fran Holmes,
hard plunging fullback of the Ti
ho 'fhe honors are Passed out.
lore" f0rget that Pacific didn't gers. He takes over after the resig
isj a sin?]e touchdown in its first nation of Charles Davis, who found
games that Johnny
time too limited to continue as
sports editor. Holmes' first column
Che""^
appears elsewhere in this section.

BASEBALL WITH THE MARINES

Art McCaffray

Letter to Fans

1

UP

Page 5

California sunshine makes it pos
sible? Baseball as well as football
games were postponed because the
sun forgot to shine.
The Marines were scheduled to
play Moore Equipment Company
last Sunday at noon at Oak Park,
but it rained. This game will de
cide first place when it is played.
The league is composed of five
teams and because of this the Ma
rines drew a bye for this week. On
Sunday, December 5th the Marines
will again resume play and if they
hustle and hit as well as they did
in previous games they are sure to
come out on top.

University of San Francisco, at
eleven o'clock Saturday, approxi
mately three hours before kickoff
time, thought it advisable that they
should cancel their football game
with College of Pacific's mighty Ti
gers. Jimmy Needles, director of
Athletics at U.S.F., explained that
it would be a mistake to play the
game under the present conditions.
The turf, he explained, was muddy,
it had been ploughed up by Prep
games a few days earlier. Besides,
the field being in such a run-down
condition, the prevailing weather
conditions would insure a small
crowd, not more than a few hun
dred, possibly more. At any rate for
the good of all concerned he con
ferred with Stagg when the veteran
gentleman arrived at the Canter
bury Hotel in San Francisco, and
the decision was made.
ANY OTHER TIME
If it had been any other time the
cancellation would not have been
given a thought as there is no such
thing as bad weather in football.
U.S.F. last year played before 200
people in the Mississippi mud while
the rain came down in torrents and
the temperature was just above
freezing. Thus it is that wartime

THE LITTLE GIANT KILLER OF

TENNIS WHO AT TIMES TOOK THE

MEASURE OF SUCH GREATS AS VINES,
BUDGE, SHIELDS,WOOD, ETC.

football makes history, good and
bad.
The Pacific team, upon hearing
there was to be no game, did not
know whether to be happy or dis
couraged. On the whole there was
a feeling of anger and regret, for
a lot of boys who have done little
or no playing this year would have
been given the word to perform for
the first time. To most, however, it
meant a few more hours home with
the folks on a rather unexpected
leave.
THERE'S A STORY HERE
Behind those few words which di
rector of athletics Needles spoke to
coach Stagg is a story in itself. It
meant the termination of a season
of football in which the Dons had
met almost all the powerful coast
teams and won only against dimin
utive Nevada, six to 0. They lost
by huge scores to all the other
teams. It also meant that the Dons
would not be "Dummies" for the
powerful Tigers to claw and tear
apart for 60 minutes of football that
was certain to be one-sided. The
only doubtful thing was what would
the score be??
So it was that the Dons bowed
out of a discouraging year of foot
ball. They are not being laughed
at for they had plenty of "moxy"
to field a team when other schools
like Stanford and Santa Clara, who
were also taken over by the Army,
did not even make an attempt to
field a team for fear of taking a
beating all year.
To the Tigers the season was not
over, for, before the surprise of the
cancelling of the game was over, a
vote was taken and it was unani
mous that the Tigers pit their speed
and agility against the powerful
March Field group, which ranks
eighth in the nation, on Dec. 11.

Bugs Are Where
You Find Them

BUSY'S
A PRIVATE IN
army now
AND YOU CAN HELP
HIM CHOP THE
AY ' S DOWN I t ? HIS S I Z E

r#£ as.

BY BUYING
WAR BONDS
U. S.Treasury Department

Little John McNamara and Doc
Fred Fry know just about all there
is to know about bugs.
Several weeks ago, McNamara
and Fry had a parasitology class.
Both of them had ideas about where
to acquire water that was really
dirty. Doc Fry got his from the
Calaveras River, north of the col
lege but McNamara used what lit
tle brains he has and he acquired
his from our own College Pool.
We'll give you three guesses as to
what water contained the best bugs.

Have a "Coke"= Swell work, Leatherneck

. o r h o wt o celebrateavictory a t h o m e
Returning home with a captured Japanese sword, the husky Marine
is greeted with Have a "Coke". It's the kind of celebration he wel
comes most. At home or abroad Coca-Cola stands for the pause
that refreshes,—has become a symbol of the American way of life.
B O T T L E D U N D E R A U T H O R I T Y O F THE C O C A - C O L A COMPANY BY

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., I/td., Stockton

"Coke" s Coca-Cola

It's natural for popular names
to acquire friendly abbrevia
tions. That's why you hear
Coca-Cola called "Coke".
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(Continued from page 3)
say that we were more excited
just listening to that U.S.C.-Pacific scramble than ever before.
It's easy to understand. We want
ed so badly to win. What's more,
we deserved to win that game
which would have made us, C.O.P.,
the King of the Coast. There is no
point to arguing the decision. We
think Mr. Stagg spoke what was in
all our thoughts. "It was a wrong
decision." Most of the sports col
umnists agree with this viewpoint.
We won this game and the right to
be called undefeated although the
books don't show it this way. But
it's all over now. That's footbal,
but one can't help reflecting how
things might and should have been
for Mr. Stagg and little College of
the Pacific this war year of 1943.
Lesson Number Three in our Navy
Vocabulary Course:
Binnacle list—The sick list.
Bush—A posted list of those ac
ademically deficient.
Crabtown—Annapolis.
French—A.W.O.L.
Hashmark—A service stripe.
Hit the beach—To go ashore on

Dan Terry

leave.
Wooden—Stupid; dull.
thought at the time that they would
think twice again before attacking
Midway."
BATTLE OF MIDWAY
(Continued from page 3)
That is Dan's story as he told it
on battered Chesterfields in the liv
to me, exactly. In effect it is the
ing room, with the exception of
story of the battle of Midway, told
Richard. Suddenly through a por
through Dan Terry's eyes. There
tal entered a well-groomed gentle
were other incidents, interesting
man bearing two wide, distinct
enough to relate a little further on,
stripes on his sleeves. Richard, in
but the real story is above, of what
panic, sounded off in a loud voice
went on in one man's mind when
"A-tenn Shon," followed with a curt
he thought he was to die. And how
but friendly "Good afternoon, Sir."
he felt when he wrote his last let
The Are chief returned the greet
ter to his mother.
ing and asked Dick if he would ac
Dan Terry's story is simple, but company him on a routine fire in
it has that certain masterful touch
spection.
that leaves an impression.
Oddities—Willie Treat, by a long

ftt

ta1"
jiO

^
of, rwles H. Evans was captured
Scouting on foot in Tunisia,
.
rear. A bayonet at his
by 30 Italian infantrymen md marched to^ ^
back, Evans whuled, di
# cactu8 patch till nightfall, slipped
wounded by rifle fire, he hi
nformation picked up as a prisoner,
back kto our force, with valuableJnformaUon pic^
Celebrat()
For iVhe weanAe Pu^le Heart and the Silver Star. Celebrat.
Evans' escape with another War Bond.

tiio '•

S®
!!('

We
rial :<
We

Mrs. Miniver
(Continued from page 8)

1®

QUESTIONS &
ABOUT THE

words, brother, just words.
FORGIVE AND FORGET
(Continued from page 3)
"Mrs. Miniver's" advice was for
to write our last letters home. It
both sides of the Atlantic. To Eng
was hard to write them. There is
land she proposed that they forget
AND
so much you want to say at a time
the movie version of the American
like that, but you get so all choked
cowboy, pioneer, or Wall Street ty
up inside that your hand begins to
coon-stuffed shirt as typical. Here,
shake too much to write. I hated to
she said, the novelist played an im
think of my mother getting that
portant role in influencing public
last letter, and I prayed to God to
opinion. Her opinion too was that
Q. As a WAVE or SPAR will
take care of my family.
I be expected to serve overthe modern prevalence of the cari
"I was afraid, but not to die."
seas ?
cature leads to iternational miscon
A. The law passed by Con
HELL BROKE LOOSE
ception.
gress limits your service to
"Then It was Friday, June 4, and
the continental limits of the
The bombs, the bayonets, and the
all hell broke loose. They came over
United States.
blackouts to which England has be
In three waves, dive bombers, me
Q. What is the term of enlist
come more or less accustomed have
dium bombers, and Zeros. Our
ment?
• • «
been her greatest impetus to domes
Shot,
is
the
most
well-developed
man
A For the duration of the war.
Marine fighters, all obsolete, rose to
tic
democracy
in
all
time.
Progress
The battle of Midway must have in Bldg. E.
You will be discharged
meet them, and though only three
within six months after the !»
been fought, in the early stages,
Stood watch the other night—no ive social legislation, greater equal
came back, combined we were able
war ends.
ity for the sexes, new economic, so
to beat off the attack. Those Ma against great odds. 80 ships, includ thing happened.
Q.
After I have once joined,
cial, and spiritual freedoms have all
ing
four
aircraft
carriers,
of
the
Reel
Three—Results
of
Cads
Poll.
rine pilots knew they were going to
may I resign?
Japanese Navy went against Mid
By unanimous choice, Aimee Ar- been advanced beyond the point to
their death in outmoded planes, but
A. A letter to your Command
which they would have developed
way,
garrisoned
by
a
small
detach
bios,
that
genial,
pulchritudinous
ing Officer, requesting dis
they took far more than their num
ment of Bluejackets and Marines, resident of Alpha Theta has been had the war not come along.
charge and stating your
ber of Japanese with them.
reasons will be forwarded
When she first came to this coun
for chosen as the Cad's first and only
"The enemy was sure they could with only 26 obsolete fighters
for consideration. But »
House Mother. Presentation of the try, Miss Struthers bought quite a
take Midway, because they didn't protection.
wartime resignations are
13 men died on the island. A Ma traditional golden spectacles and collection of geography books. Im
drop a single bomb on our runways.
discouraged.
pressed
by
the
splendor
of
the
pio
It was a funny thing. We shot some rine major was blown to pieces by polka dot apron will take place next
Q.
If I am under 20 and my
down on the island, and they were a 100-pound bomb. They picked week with due pomp and ceremony neer, the bravery of his wife, and
parents consent, can I en
list?
. .
dressed in Tux shirts, white bow him up with shovels, and there was befitting the occasion. Personal the thrill of the unknown frontier
A.
No.
By law the minimum
ties, cuff links, studs, and fancy nothing left of his head but mush. note—Please Aimee, try and reme she began to feel sorry that these
age is 20.
were all part of the past. The re
breeches. Intelligence found out All 13 men were placed in canvas dy the hard-boiled egg situation.
Reel four—Note of gratitude. We gret was a passing phase. For as
later that the Jap pilots had a par sacks, weighed down with 100 lbs.
ty planned for that night in our of lead, and buried at sea. Those wish to express our deepest grati she became more acquainted with kind of contribution.
good men died because of bad men's tude to our following shipmates, world history it became almost
officers' quarters.
NEW WORLDS TO CONQUEB
W. Berton, G. Malquist, and H. painfully apparent that the great
"The first two planes that came greed.
This frontier will not he
Sparks for "extreme heroism under est frontiers remained unconquered
over in the first wave headed di LUCKY ONE
Director John Ford, whose tech persistent enemy fire"—"Ollie
and Our own self-centeredness makes quered by a purely military Pea(
rectly for the hospital and unload
all of us as much to blame as the Hostilities blazed the trail. Hal
ed their bombs. There was nothing nicolor film, "The Battle of Mid the Deacon."
way," has been shown the nation
Finale—Time for the Thanksgiv poor and ignorant upon whom it is work follows. Hard work for whi'
left of it.
so easy to shift the responsibility little glory is possible. Work
"They didn't come back any more, over, almost met death during the ing dinner, gotta fall in.
As a consequence each "sacrifice which the danger of over-optimk
—"Elasmo" Branchiae
and we prayed to God that they fight. At one time three bombs lit
should in reality be considered a must be most guarded against.
never would. Our fleet was engag around him in a triangle, but he
ing them 30 miles out, and the re was one of the lucky ones.
One not so lucky was a Jap flier
ports were trickling in that it had
(Continued from page 3)
sunk four carriers, and that we had shot down in the bay. Swimming
lost the "Lex." The Jap fleet, what ashore, he tried to make his way ground Kiddies, Roland Smith,
was left of it, was in full flight. along the beach, only to be knocked Vance, Turner, and Oliver still keep
They must have lost 50,000 men. It off by a Marine, who proceeded to D bararcks homely like Its intended
appearance.
kick his teeth out for souvenirs
was a useless loss of life, but
OH, DEER
UNION OIL
We Are Here for Yonr
Jack Verutti is now working with
PRODUCTS
the Forest Ranger in helping to pre
Convenience, Service Men
serve the deer of our countryside.
On the way home from Fresno Sat
urday night, Jack ran up a hill,
34 Harding Way, Stockton
On Pacific Avenue
overtook and captured a deer, be
lieve it or not, bum ankle and all!
Taking the place of Pvt. John McPhee, Philosopher of Parris Island,
is that well-known man of the
press, Frank Holmes, ex of the
In spite of curtailments we will still be
Campbell Times Star.
able to offer suggestions for your desserts.
Highlight of the Stockton Cham
ber of Commerce Banquet was the
new friendship formed between
Gov. Warren of California and A1
"Brown Derby" Accornero. The
photographer of the affair, who so
Will 6fie*t Ca/ihf, itt 5bece*nlte/i
greatly resembled Pancho Via, was
Watch for opening date soon!
later identified as Frank Carillo's
uncle from Mexico City.

WIVES
SPARS

Cadaver Hall

Semper Fidelis

BILL LUNT

DUBOIS

Dry Cleaners

GRAND
ICE
CREAM

to our many friends

Stockton Ice Rink

Phone 7-7095

1928 Pacific Ave.
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Fraternity Pledges
Become Brothers
ELAINE PETERSON, Editor

pacific
jfr(anoeuvers
Pacific has changed a great deal
these

past few months, but some
ings have not changed, and those
lings really make us feel good. For
stance, as we look around cam^ we see the twosome of la
ergne Severin and Buddy Engdahl
ill going strong.
Also as we get around we notice
he attraction, mutual it seems, beveen Pat Barrett and the Navy.
7e hope Pat is not contemplating
•ading the O'Hanasen man for
lose Oh Handsome men!
Somehow we got the idea that the
[arines were always first.
What
ippened in the Edie Calvin roance, me brawny "leathernecks?"
It seems Peg Hurt is having doue trouble. Every day she gets two
Hets doux, and from two different
en. I guess it's just a choice be,een green and blue.
Aimee Arbios and Eugene Egbert
em to be hitting it off quite well
tely. Love affairs must be based
i common interests, we hear. Perips the budget for the 1943 year
what is bringing our Student
jdy prexy and treasurer into such
ese collaboration, nez pah?
Last Friday night Alta McClinck was convoyed home by eight
ishing Marines. Subtle Sabotage,
calls it. They should be rationed
o, maybe huh?
Girls will be girls and will never
lange. They still go for the strong,
lent, enigmatic type of male, and
tere seems to be a great influx of
lem lately. As an example take
om Buckman. Ummmm—nice!
it the first of the column I menned that Pacific had changed a
iat deal. It has. If you don't he
re me get a load of this. Remem• the good ole(?) days when we
i to be in at a certain hour, and
ire was no telling what the felmight do after they had taken
ir dates home? Well, your colinist witnessed this, one starry
;ht of last week.
'lace: Sorority House.
'ime: 9:58.
lharacters: Apprentice seamah
1 the girl of his dreams,
eaman: "Gee, I'd try to kiss you
d night, but I haven't time!

Compliments

Friedberger's
Fox California
Now Showing

"Let's Face It"

S.C.A. Membership
Drive Is Under Way

S.C.A. membership drive is now
well on its way, claiming a total of
125 new members with more to
come. Every house on the campus
has its S.C.A. representatives head
ed by Chairman Ruth Grodeon. Stu
dents may become members by pay
ing $1.00 to their house representa
tives or right at the S.C.A.
Membership entitles students to
all the facilities of the S.C.A. build
ing, and participation in the various
discussion groups, including the
Marriage Forum, Public Affairs,
Cosmopolitan Club, and the Frosh
Club.

After much delay, the pledges of
Lambda Nu Phi were finally initiat
ed last Friday (informal) and Sun
day (formal).
Friday's informal initiation was
to have climaxed last semester's
"Hell-week," but, due to a misun
derstanding between the organiza
tion and the college, the new Frat
hadn't been okeyed. By that time it
was decided to postpone plans until
this semester.
Following Friday's informal, the
regular formal ritual was held Sun
day at the frat house just off the
campus. Initiation ended in a spe
cial dinner at the dining hall.
Those initiated were Presley
Schuler, Vic Lyons, Alan Kahn,
Dave Stanford, Bill Burton, and
Ben Holt. The original number ol
pledges was thirteen, but during the
delay Uncle Sam took charge of
many of them. Welcoming them in
to Lambda Nu Phi were President
Lyons, Don Ambler, Dick Johnsen,
Feral Egan, Bruce King, Sylvan
Wilson, Jack Siler, and Ray Mor
gan.

Nu Alpha Kappa
Initiates Twenty Girls Frosh Club Elects
Officers
Nu Alpha Kappa, sophomore wo
men's honor society, was host at an
initiation and dessert party given
Monday night at the home of Miss
Martha Pierce, faculty adviser of
the Society. Twenty new girls were
initiated. They were Virginia Eilert, Earlene Waters, Mary Lou
Healey, Shirley Reid, Elaine Wiefel,
Martha Locke, Pat Barrett, Bea
trice Berlander, Inez Knutson, Bet
ty Hogan, Margaret Ernst, Virginia
Lensen, Wilma Myer, Hilda Chap
man, Becky Roset, Leta Frances
Darwin, Louise Hall, Barbara Merriam, Ellen Yokum, and Carolyn
Couse.
The officers are as follows: presi
dent, Pat Barrett; vice-president,
Shirley Reid; Secretary-treasurer,
Leta Frances Darwin.

Tau Gamma Plans
Formal Initiation
Last Wednesday evening Tau
Gama gathered informally at the
home of Joan and Jean Hunter.
Fourteen prospective m e m b e r s ,
meeting requirements for member
ship, received bids to attend. Plans
were made for the formal initiation
scheduled for Dec. 1.
"On Leave" is the theme of the
dance planned for December 4, in
the Knights of Pythian Castle. Ev
eryone, servicemen and civilians, is
invited to attend. The bids are $1.10
and may be purchased from a Tau
Gamma member or at the door.
Chairman of the affair is Pat Hoskins, Decorations; Lorraine Thyret
and Mary Kent, Bids; June Davis.

BRACELETS
FOR

a meeting Monday night. Vice Pres
ident was a tossup between A1
Banks and Ruth Ellen O'Neil and
Mary Louise Dagg nabbed Secre
tary while Doris Petty is the Pub
licity agent.
The Frosh Club wants to thank
Marjorie Winston, M. V. Pond, June
Christenson, Carolyn Lease, Mary
Louise Dagg, and Doris Petty for
their wholehearted help at the very
successful party Wednesday, Nov.
17. The party was held at the S.C.
A. building in order to better ac
quaint the Freshmen with each
other.

Kathleen Secara, president of Tau
Kappa Kappa has named Anita Per
ry as Rush Chairman; Betty Carter,
president of Alpha Theta Tau,
named Barbara Thompson; and
Jane Skinner, president of Epsilon
Lambda Sigma has named Jeanne
Davis as Rush Chairman.
The Opening Teas, to which all
unaffiliated women students have
been invited, will be held Sunday,
November 28. The hours are: Tau
Kappa Kappa, 2 to 4 o'clock; Alpha
Theta Tau, 3 to 5 o'clock; Epsilon
Lambda Sigma, 4 to 6 o'clock.
OPEN HOUSE
Open House, to which only rushees are invited, is being held by all
the sororities on Monday, Novem
ber 29. The hours are: Epsilon
Lambda Sigma, 2 to 4 o'clock; Tau
Kappa Kappa, 3 to 5 o'clock; Alpha
Theta Tau, 4 to 6 o'clock.

Knoles Entertain
Navy Personnel

and their wives bidden to dinner
were: Commander Burton E. Rokes.
Lt. Lee R. Norvelle, Lt. (jg) Max
Childress, Ensign Preston Johnston
and Lt. William Seel.
Joining the informal gathering
later in the evening were Miss

Beaulah Watson, Mrs. Robert
Burns, Mr. O. H. Ritter, Dr. Fred
Farley, Dr. Harris, Dr. and Mrs.
Marc Jantzen, and Mssrs. and Mesdames Jim Corson and John G. El
liott.

THE WONDER

T«l*phon* 6-6324

ORSI'S
I9IO Pacific Av*.
Always Delicious — Alwayi
Beady — Orsi's Ready^Oooked
Foods

Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

m

Sibley E. Bush

Open R.wnlngs and Sunday*

phone MOM
2*08 Pacific Ave.

Solid
Stockton Ice and Fuel Co.
San Joaquin Brick Co.

"OUR NEW SWEATERS"
We have just received dozens of nice sweaters
in slip-over and coat styles and we now have

Ice, Coal, Wood, Heating Oils
Ready Mixed Concrete
Building Materials
TELEPHONE 5-6847

JEWELERS
425 East Main Street

PRESIDENTS

During a candlelight ceremony
last Thursday, November 18, four
teen new members were welcomed
into Epsilon Lambda Sigma soror
ity. The formal initiation was fol
lowed by dinner, at which Dean
Watson was hostess, due to the ill
ness of Miss Sue Gregory, House
mother.
The new members are: Jean
Agers, Beatrice Berlander, Pat Bar
ratt, Florence Dwelley, Mary Flaa,
Dorothy Emigh, Mary Jameison,
Helene Haabesland, Betty Hogan,
Inez Knudsen, Barbara McNider,
Marilyn Shepard, Eleanor Williams,
and Ellen Yocum.

MEN

& SONS

The number of functions sched
uled for the Fall rush season has
been cut to fall into the stream
lined pattern of today's living, with
each house given the minimum al
lowance of four functions.

Epsilon Initiates
Fourteen Members

SERVICE

CHAS. HAAS

More than fifty girls were sum
moned to a special meeting last
week to hear Dean Watson tell of
a new idea.
Never before, in campus history,
has there been a society for women
who live in private homes, rather
than their own. Dean Watson sug
gested that these girls get together
and start such an organization for
the purpose of participating in cam
pus activities.
The girls are very anxious to get
underway, and another meeting is
to be held soon. Five girls, who have
been on campus before, have been
chosen as an organizing committee.
They are:
Pauline Robinson, temporary
chairman; Virginia Young, Shirley
Murdock, Shirley Reid, Esther Har
low.
Only the girls who live off cam
pus and not in their own homes can
become members.
Any eligible girl, who wishes
to join but hasn't attended the
meeting, must see Dean Watson.

Fall '43 Rush Season
Has Been Streamlined

Informal dinners will take up the
remainder of the week, with the
Formal Preference Dinners sched
uled for Sunday, December 5. A si
Dr. and Mrs. Tully C. Knoles were lence period will follow and bids
will be issued Wednesday, Decem
Bob "Bones" Wheeler was elected hosts last Friday night to Navy and
as the new Frosh Club President at Marine Personnel. Those officers ber 8.

Pastry and Delicatessen

IDENTIFICATION

Fifty Girls Form
New Society

38 South Kl Dorado Street

Stockton, Calif.

grand selections in both our DOWNSTAIRS
STORE and our STREET FLOOR SPORTS DE
PARTMENT. Better you hurry . . . I
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T h a f s Life . . • Attention, Seventen
Year-Olds
By PEARL STEINER

Seventeen year old men attending
Not so very long ago in the way
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
college
may enlist for Naval Avia
chronological time is recorded a
short blufe-eyed blonde son of a pro tion Cadet Training.
Robert Kestin a/s
Most of the civilian men here are
fessor went scrunching through the
Co. 43-488
faced
with
induction
and
the
Navy
same kwispy kwunchy weaves that
U.S. Naval Training
have smeared your shoes the past hopes to qualify many of them for
San Diego (33), Calif
few days. Our hero worked with the flight training program because
Dear
Lucy,
Benny Bova, gardener in those long of their educational advantages and
Writing this letter reminds ir.t
ago times, and he helped burn the the face that they will be able to
writing a story for the paper,
handle the heavy academic require
leaves. The smoke that filtered
ptojocicted Cote6icAe Prois
course it isn't the same in many
t h r o u g h h i s f i n e g o l d e n l o c k s ments of Naval Aviation Cadet Traspects but it really would be g,
. . _ ...
Carroll Doty smelled of leeaf smog too, qust as inin
Associate Editor
. Williamson
&*„
The requirements are as follows, to get back to work again.
Make-up Editor
-Nancy Kaiser yours does today.
If you find the time, I would ^
physical condition, unmarried,
News Edjtor
Charles Davis Our fair-haired hero paid the re- good
predate it if you would occasio,
Sports Editor
Elaine Peterson queste tribute to the scholastic insti and in the upper two-thirds of their send me a Weekly. It would be
tution of class. He more than made class scholastically. If they are ac
Society Editor
seeing a friend you haven't seen)
COLUMNISTS: Pearl Steiner, Carroll Doty, Bruce Bales, Bob Bolton, the grade. He joined The House and cepted, they will be placed on in
a long time. If you see any of
active
duty
until
their
present
term
John McCall. Frank Holmes, Frances Crozier, Eleanor Sizelove, Nancy Kai- rah-rahed for awhile. He debated
old friends wasting some of th
and blew hot air for awhile. He of college is completed. There is a
ser, Barbara Baxley, Flo Strand.
good possibility that they will con time, tell them to drop me a
chased
the
gals
and
had
fun
for
a
REPORTORIAL STAFF: Darrel Dentoni, Nancy Grant, Betty Hogan, Bob
I assure you, it would be great
while. Ah yes, life seemed good; tinue their college eductation for
Klinger, Ruth McLemore, A1 Melcer, Sally Silbaugh, Benora Wood.
nothing was real and earnest then. one or two semesters before being appreciated.
jt 0
You know, I was just think
COPY READERS: Charlotte Peirano, Nancy Kaiser, Mary Pond.
Early in the quiet of a Sunday called into the flight program.
to p
about
a
good
idea
for
an
editor
As this matter is urgent, please
morning some of the little fellows
pt *
Address it to those Navy and ]
with big ideas and skin the color of write immediately for detailed infor
rine men that aren't satisfied wi
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Stu our hero's hair changed the destiny mation to the Director of Naval
Pacific. Those men don't -know ho
dent AssociaUon. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924,a of the current American college gen Officer Procurement, Central Tower
t! B
lucky they are to have such g0
the Post Office, Stockton, California, under the act of March 8, 1879. erations and many generations to Building, 703 Market St., in San
lid
duty under such men as Comman
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Sec come. Oh yes, he graduated, And so Fransisco.
UH
er Rokes and Lt. Norvel
did his fraternity brothers and his
d?n
tion 103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
Well, Lucy, it's getting late, sol
colleagues.
till
have to quit.
The word "commencement" took
1ST
Sincerely,
on a new connotation in boot camp.
1
Continued from page 3
Bob Kestin
In that anonymity he became a no College, Los Angeles. He is taking
F«
Ed.
Note:
Do
you
"Navy
and
Mi
thing, an infinite part of a greater an academic course preliminary to
something which even yet he can a commission as a second lieuten rine men" think we need to tat tat
Bob's advice about the editorial
A propos of a number of things—General Patton s not wholly define. One day he re
ant with the rank of pilot.
faux pas, and life in general, we toss in our glove.
We don't.
appeared on the camouflaged path
>11
Criticism can be a destructive force, undermining se in his new lieutenant's uniform. As Theodore A. Gary was commis
curity, pin-and-needle-poking optimism, and mayhem-cre- he scuffed through the leaves this sioned a second lieutenant last
:
day he wondered if he would have week at Luke Field, Phoenix, Ari
No, we're not advocating the middle road of boredom the same opportunity in Montezuma
where everything is gray and indecisive. Life finds its or Tripoli. Getting those bars hadn't zona.
ta
spice in the little cloves of keen, alert minds that question overtaxed his brain but keeping Sgt. Deryle Seaich has arrived in
anything and everything.
them might. . . .
South Pacific theater of war.
The regular meeting of the Stod win
But such questioning is one's own private, emery You've read about Guadalcanal. the
Previous to this he was serving as ton Junior Youth Council will
wheel, not to be aired unless one's specific opinion is You've read about IVake Island and a clerk at the Camp Carson, Colo
held on December 5, at the Y.M
Esksd.
Midway. Well, someplace out in the rado, headquarters and volunteered A., and college students are e hi.
For example, don't wander about kicking through vast expanse known as the Pacific
for field duty in the infantry.
cially looked for at this time lb
leaves with vociferous denunciations about the Lieuten 'mongst the millions who crawled
ant General's behaviour. Are laymen the ones to judge on their bellies, camouflaged their Robert Laughead has returned leadership, it was recently
a man who is responsible for thousands of lives, whose bodies, thirsted and sweat for their from his furlough to the University nounced by Mary Louise Dagg, net
nerves must be taut and overstrained and whose skill has very existence was a kid, an ordin of Oklahoma at Norman, Okla.. ly elected president.
SB
already saved Americans for further fighting purposes? ary college kid, leading a contingent where he is majoring in electrical In previous times it was felt th
college
students
would
be
too
Mr. Drew Pearson didn't realize what consternation he of Marines. Someone, jealous no
ft
and would have a lack of inten
would cause his fellojv Americans by his premature prob doubt, tried to take a pleat in his engineering.
ing. Good reporting? Perhaps, but at this moment, every scalp in the too intense heat of bat Loren Dahl has just earned the in the organization, although
American is stirred up to the point of relaxing his or her tle. The bullet sent the bars crash wings of a navigator and has been Junior College sent represents®
Now, however, organizations
war effort because he's table-pounding and eye-rolling— ing to the ground.
commissioned a second lieutenant living, groups in any way affile
either on one side of the fence or the other.
Up from the ranks, like the in the Army Air Forces at Mather
Or, to bring things closer to our collegiate hearts, now 'lighted torch to you from failing Field. He was awarded a sterling with the College of Pacific are bei
that rushing is about to start, don't fill your eyes and hands we throw" came another he silver identification bracelet for hav asked to send representatives to tr
next meeting of the council
minds with prejudice and criticism that has not been ro—and their number is infinite.
ing the highest grades in his unit.
asked for. You have no idea how much happier everyone's In truly mortal danger this im Henry Temme has completed his Thus far the Junior College >a *
two delegates, Mary Louise
lives would be if destructive criticism could be erased mortal sergeant carried his officer
r
and Mary Virginia Pond, whilei
from our vocabularies and conversations. Black talk is to safety.
basic flying training course and has College of Pacific has only one, FK
a blight on the kind of national spirit we are trying to "Turn about is fair play," so a been graduated from the Marana
hold on high.
few weeks later the lieutenant de Army Air Field, Tuscon, Arizona. Wolf rum.
o«
The purpose of the Junior *oU
And things as well as people deserve optimism.
fended the sergeant in a court mar He will now be sent to an advanced
Council
is
to
discover
and
meet
Something concrete to work on? Well, the fog may tial and a very light sentence re flying school where he will be com
be thick, but it's energizing, and the sharp cold is conduc placed a possible dishonorable dis missioned upon completing the various problems which are
the youth of Stockton today,
ive to speeded-up mental and physical activity. The scene charge.
solutions to these problems
is wintery, but wild and exciting. Oh, you don't have to Well, there's more, but this is the course.
"
lie to yourself or your hostess. If someone asks your hon gist of the story. And it isn't an Ralph Lee Netzer, United States worked out by the members of
est opinion of the Subsidy program, give it the fire and uncommon one. You've seen his fra Army Air Corps, a former Pacific council are in turn relayed to '
vehemence you have. But, if you're just rambling through ternity brothers, his college friends basketball man, was married Tues Senior Youth Council which carrf
life without any real bones to pick or mission to accom wander back in blue, in green, in day, October 26, 1943 to Elizabeth out the suggested plans as seen
plish—other than keeping yourself and everyone else hap gray and in khaki. There's some Anne Hemphill in the St. John's
py—just employ a little mental sunshine and tact.
thing new in their step, something Methodist Church in Ventura, Cali
You'll be amazed.
different in their smile, something fornia.
(Continued from page 1)
unfathomably deep in their eyes as
as it does to student exchange,
A
soldier.
Blue
Jacket,
or
Marine
they pass the camelia bushes from
the movies "untype" its charact
which they once illegally pulled hasn't really lived until he has seen
•and then the people would disco^
the
Stage
Door
Canteen,
been
waited
camelia blossoms for their girls
on by influential business men, act an amazing degree of likeD
hair.
When you smell the smoke, when ing as busboys, eaten food donated among themselves.
On the home front it was sugg
manufacturers, talked
and
you swish through the leaves, when by
ed that when you travel y°u^
danced
with
the
city's
nicest
girls,
everything seems so new yet so old,
us
The Government of the United States of America isn't so good yet so bad—do you ever and laughed at the funniest comics. democratic and inquisitive, Th
ing
for
yourself
at
home
what
>
.
There's
little
wonder
that
the
forgetting its young men. The Navy Department has chos wonder If you're really worth It?
could and should do when 311
Canteen
is
the
most
popular
place
en us to study to be future officers. We get clothes, room,
you ever get abroad.
for service men to go.
board, and a pay check. What more can a fellow ask?
One such attempt of Miss
Trainees are required to study and keep their grades
thers
was somewhat on the c
CONGRATULATIONS
(Continued from page 1)
up to par. "Too much study and no play makes Johnny a
side. On a typically drippy ®
Stone
is
the
man
the
new
recruits
little.
They
say
that
an
artists
real
dull boy." The Navy has allowed for athletics. We are
r
permitted to participate in college sports of all kinds, pro pay is his applause, and if that be are most interested in when they Haute day (it rains in Calif°
too!)
Miss
Struthers
was
munc
viding we are in good standing and they don't interfere true, then the artists appearing at first arrive at Pacific. He hands out
the Stage-Door Canteen are million the uniforms. He's also interesting in a nondescript station, when
with our studies.
a
to the men on his watch nights. traveling salesman type appi° °
The Navy expects us to take advantage of this great aires.
e
with
a
wise
look
and
a,
Then
he
can
hand
out
the
demerits.
You wouldn't expect a group of
and valuable opportunity of a lifetime.
something,
sister?"
Witty,
nevj
In our future life we are expected to put our educa service men out for a good time to All told, he's a pretty interesting
tion to work. It will help us get started in life and gives go for any heavy stuff, such as Bal guy. Several of the men wanted to a loss for words, and demons
us an enormous head start over other fellows. Let us co let, but they did, and almost tore congratulate him, and along with ing diplomacy, she curled back
this department say, "Congratula lip just far enough to say,
down the roof with applause.
operate to the best of our abilities.
(Continued on page 6)
tions, Chief Stone".
You
haven't
Lived
Pid. John W. McCall, U.S.M.C.R.
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Former COP-i+es

A Propos...

Youth Council Will
Meet at Y.M.C.A

%

Mrs. Miniver

V-72's Opportunity of a
Lifetime

Issue At Hand

\

